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have written the same book with a completely different scenario, he says: 
,,I

didnt want novelistic invention to become the heart of the book I wanted
a clear historical center on which I could work my fictional variations"2. yet
clnity is hardlypresent in Delillo's resolution in the case. Plenty of questions
remain unanswered, and rational, cause-effect explanations for the actions of
the characters are s-'ll 16 be elucidated.

The persistence of ambiguity is obviously intentional and Delillo
describes it as a trait of the larger social context that characterises America
after the events in Dallas. He sees what Barbi e Zehzer called "the absence of
closure"in theJFK case as the cause for animportant shift in the wayAmeri-
cans perceive and interpret reality. The representation of this shift is a central
theme in all his novels and he confesses that he could not have written any of
them in the world that existed before the Kennedy assassination:

"our culture changed in important ways. And these changes a.re among
the things that go into my work rhere's the shattering randomness of
the event, the missing motive, the violence that people not onry commit
but seem to watch simultaneously from a disinterested. stance. Then the
uncertainty we feel about the basic facts that surround t},e case - num-
ber of gunmen, number of shots and so on. our grip on reality has fert
a Iittle threatened. E*ry revelation about tle event seems to produce
new levels of,secrecy, unexpected links, and I guess this has been part
of my worlg the clandestine mentality - how ordinary people spy on
themselves, how the power centers operate and manipulaie."3

The lack of a clear resolution and the endless number of conspiracy
theories released to replace the lack of a comprehensible conclusion in the
case that shocked the American public through its brutality and sudd.enness
has contributed to a more general cuitivation of uncertainly and.abelief in the
existence of hidden, conspiratorial aspects of reality.In addition, the case has
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J {nthony DeCurtis, "'AJl Outsider in This Society': AlI Interview with Don Delillo, in F. Len-
tricchia (ed.), 1z troduting Don DeLillo,Duke University press, Durham, 1991

3 Adam Begley, "Don Delillo: The Art of Fiction C)G*V', par is Rtuiew 72g,1993,p.2T5-1106.
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demonstrated that historical deeds are not accomplished solely through the
use of"massive force",but more and more often through the active performing
of discontent from the part of what Delillo described in his fiction as "men
in small rooms".The insignificant individual who silently accumulates frustra-
tion and anger, who lives in his closed and compact space, leading a personal
struggle and unable to integrate or intervene in society in any major way is also
"the nobodywho walks out of the shadow and changes everything". oMen in
small rooms" are a recurrent presence in Delillo's fiction. Like Bucky Wun-
derlick in his girlfriend's tiny apartment in GreatJones Street, at the point of
committing either murder or suicide; or writer Bill Gray in Maoz, struggling
with a never-ending novel, trapped between piles of archived documents, but
equally ready to get out and mark a significant change by travelling to the
other side of the world to negotiate with religious fundamentalists; or Harvey
Lee oswaldin Libra,living in a crammed apartment with his mother in New
orleans, "reading and waiting, struggling with secret and feverish ideas"a.

These "men in small tooms" and their unpredictably violent reactions
are used in some of Delillo's novels to fill the void left behind by the failure
ofhistory to provide clear causal elplanations. Involved in conspiracies and
&iven by random choices, "nobodies" such as Oswa1d have a definitive role in
shaping historical events that otherwise prove ambiguous and nonsensical.In
Delillo's own words, oswaldt attempt on Kennedy was based on "elements
outside politics and [...] outside histor/", on "things like dreams and coinci-
dences and even the movement or the configuration of the stars"S. Coupled
with the anger he accumulated during his entire lifetime against the establi-
shment, the coincidence that the motorcade would be passing right in front
of the School Book Depository where he worked ultimately shaped oswald's
decision to kill the President.

The plots and conspiracies in which Delillo's "men in small rooms"end
up being involved are meant to offer alternative explanations to the "oficial"
history's failure to offer a definite conclusion. However, in the end they are
equally unsuccessfirl in providing a satisfactory resolution. As Nicholas Bran-

4 Don DeLtlTo,Libra, Penguin Books, NewYor\ 1988, p.41
5 DeCurtis: p.43-66
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ch concludes in Libra, "the conspiracy against the President was a rambling
afrar. that succeeded in the short term due mainly to chance". Based on "deft
men and fools, ambivalence and fixed will and what the weather was 1ike"6,
the assassination just happened to be carried out effectively. In the end, the
conspiracy theory meant to offer an explanation in the case proves to be no-
thing more than a series of accidents and contingencies, and the promise of a
rational clarification of facts continues to remain unful-filled.This conclusion
reinforces Delillo's depiction of history as a series of coincidences and ran-
dom happenings that contradict a causal understanding ofhistorical events
and assume a "de-totalizatron of 'tota1 history"'7.

The case of President Kennedy's assassination is particularly relevant for
a discussion on how the occurrence ofaccidents and coincidences is central
to Delillo's view of history as well as how this topic connects to media's role
in shaping the outcome and account of events. fu Professor Randall Woods
writes in his history of post-war Americas, Lee Hawey Oswald was arrested
on November 22 in Dallas, just one hour after the shootings in the Dealey
PLaza which led to serious injuries for President Kennedy. The arrest took
place in a different part of the city, where Oswald made an atternpt on the life
of a police officer. Tho"gh a connection between the two crimes seems di.ffi-
cult to establish and would probably require thorough investigation from the
part of the police and most likely a few days until a verdict is reached, in just
a few hours the entire America became convinced that OswaJd was the man
who had shot the President. How were two separate crimes linked together
and how did Oswald end up being labelled as Kennedy's assassin before any
proper police investigationl Not through his confession, we know for sure, but
through the persuasive power of the media.

As if press materials had alreadybeen prepared in advance, in a matter of
hours after the shooting broadcast and printed media initiated reports depic-
ting Oswald as a "deeply disturbed former Marine", who had defected to the

Delillo: p.441
Hutcheon: p.59
Randall B.Woods, Questforrdentity.Amnica since 7945,Crnbridge Universitypress, Newyor(
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:oviet Union and had been a member of the Fair Flay for euba Committee,
,'as a self-professed Marxist, spoke Russian and had a Russian wifee. With
-he lMeear*ry era still fresh in memory, such arguments led to the immediate
:onvietion of Oswald in the eyes of the Ameriean publie, trong before any

:ollee investigation or eourt of law approached the case"

The interferenee of print and broadcast media in lega-i eases and how

.;ournalists, through their (often simplistic and uninformed) reporting manage

-o ereate pressure on eourts of law and finaliy influence the verdiet in eontro-
,,'ersid lawsuits represent one of the topics approached by Pierre Bourdieu
in his book On Tele,uision. The French soeiologist notices how media's seH-

claimed eompetence is artificially extended in domains that require a higli
degree of professional training. Under the eeonomie pressures posed by the

runetioning of media institutions in a eompetitive market - where rivalries

are fieree not only between outlets, but also between mediums, and there is a
constant raee for reporting things fust and raising issues on the publie agenda

-, joumalists are foreed to beeome overnight e4perts in a variety of specialised.

fields, sueh as medieine, philosophy or law" From the influential position that
is granted to them by the television sereen, they gain the power to assert value

judgements regarding the real experts in sueh fields" As an example, Bourdieu
mentions the initiation of hit parades establishing who is "the greatest Freneh

phiJ.osopher" or of tdk-shows debating eases from hig}tly speeialised fields

that do nct mcbiLise reaJ. intell.eetueJ.s but only'journal-ist-intellectuaJs", v/ho

are formed and exist only on sereen" Frofessionals who have spent conside-

rable time and effort to gain proficient skills in an area are evaluated and
judged by the media that oversimplifies facts and referenees so as to provide a

thesis that is easily understood by a majority of viewers wiro might have other
domains of professional interest.

The eeonomie pressures that the journalistie field is subjeeted to are

transferred onto other fields of culturai produetion by "supporting those ac-

tors or enterprises [. " "] who are most inclined to yieid to the seduetion of 'sr-
ternal'profits preeisely beeause they are less rieh in eapitd speeifie to the fleld

9 Woods: p. 178
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(scientific, literary or other)". In other words, the 'journalist-intellectuals'that

are used as sources or as "competent judges" for the representation of a certain

professional field in the media are in fact those representatives who benefit

from low recognition in that field, but are able to present matters in a "short

and simple" man-ner, that allows the pubJic to pass facile verdicts. The effects

of this extension of professional competence from journalism to several other

fields are criticised by Bourdieu, whose conclusion is straightforward:

"I think television poses a serious danger for all the various areas of
cultural production - for art, for literature, for science, for philosophy,

and for law. What's more, contrary to what a lot of journalists - even

the most responsible of them - say (and think), undoubtedly in good

faith,I think that television poses no less of a tlreat to political life and

to democracy itself."lo

Media's overt authority and reliability to render and analyse events, to

construct reality and determine what is newsworthy enough to be covered,

and thus enter history and what deserves to be overlooked and forgotten,

leads to a largely random set of criteria for the definition of relevance. When
compelled to balance its canonical duties towards the public interest with its
economic quest for profit, the me&a will select those aspects of reality that

ensure faster and greater attendon from dre part of the audience. The spec-

tacular facets of an event and those that arc easily comprehended by aLatge

majority of viewers will overcome the factr.ral data and gain pre-eminence in
media reporting. As in the case of Oswald described above, the selective pre-

sentation of his biography, with an obvious focus on elements that were con-

sidered negative and incriminating in the eyes of the American public - such

as his manifesdy pro-Man<ist and pro-Castro views or his defection to the

Soviet Union - in connection with recent historical events (the Cold War, the

Missile Crisis, the Bay of Pigs invasion), represents a clear example ofhow the

media assumes the role of a symbolic court of law. The 'iudging" of Oswald

10 Pierre Bourdieu, On Teleohion,'lfl.re New Press, NewYorlg 1998' p. 10
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od the "verdict" of his guilt were the results of a media campaign meant to
'iring more Americans in front of their television sets, increase advertising
aeenues and thus face the economic presswes that media instihrtions are
nbjected to. As Bourdieu observes, a media system ruled by the continual

-r for increasing market shares determines a transfer of the market pressures
o the actual consumer, who is supposed to be correctly informed but instead
rceives a media product that has nothing to do with democratic expression
c public reasoning anymore.

The choices that determine how an event is represented are largely ran-
dom because they have less to do with the actual content of these events and
nore with their potential of becoming visible or televised, as well as their
ryectacularity.In his book 1he society of the sputacle, GuyDebord analyses the
context and the effects of the primacy of the spectacle on the way in which
ociety perceives and processes reality. With a complete monopoly on the
rcndering of recent history the me&a does not meet any more obstacles in
constructing a reahty that is lacking any rational foundation and functions
on the principles of arbiluariness and chaos. In Debord's view, the society of
the spectacle entails the destruction of both old and recent history and the
qrltivation of certain aspects of the onowo 

as the single versions of reality that
ae worth pErlng attention to. Along with this development, the thorough
and rational description of contemporary events is furthering awzy from the
public's perception, estabJishing a distance augmented by their implausible
depictions in the media and by their far-fetched e4planations and analyses.
By virtue of its uncontested authority and monopoly in the society of the
q)ectacle, media can falsi& anything can hide evidence or silence opposing
opinions, can derive irrational conclusions and implicitly persuade audiences
they represent reality. As the fundamental characteristic of the media, the
qpectacle "presents itselfas a vast inaccessible reality that can never be ques-
tioned" and "the passive acceptance it demands is already effectively imposed
by its monopoly of appearances, its manner of appearing without allowing any
reply"11.

11 GuyDebordThe Society of the Spectacle,Hobgoblin Press, Canberra,20\2,p.B
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ney David F errie introduced Oswald to the JFK assassination plot; (ii) Castro's

guerrilla name was Alex, which represents the Hispanic version of Alek, the

easre Oswald used while in the Soviet Union; (iii) just as Guy Banister was

-ooking for him, Lee entered his office and asked for an undercover job; (t")

he ordered a revolver and a. carbine six weeks arpart,but they arrived on the

same day.In addition, Oswald is not the only character whose actions seem

to be nrled by chance. An equal reliance on the fortuitous Power of fate can

be found in the wayJack R"by it portrayed in Libra.In one of the key scenes

of the novel, where he is preparing for the shooting of Oswald, Ruby makes

constant references to "what it is meant to be", seemingly soothing his inse-

ctnrtybyplacing his actions in the hazardous hands of destiny.As Oswald, he

is tryang to make sense of a series of atbitrary signs and happenings, and use

them to decipher clues that would command his actions: "He was running

late.If I dont get there in time, it's decreed I wasn't meant to do it. [...] If I
get in this easy, it means they want me to do it"1a-

Whereas in the case of Oswald, the registering of all these accidental

and largely insignificant twists of fate are part of a search for self-identity,

and the failure to find a meaning to them indicates the larger failure to define

himself, in the case of Nicholas Branch, the discovery of these "cheap coinci-

dencesncauses wariness and the thought that someone might tryto "swayhim

toward superstition". IJncovering the sedes of murders or suspicious deaths

that characters involved in the case become victims of - Win Everett, the

head of the ploq Wayne Elko, one of the mercenaries hir-ed by Mackey; Sam

Giancana, a friend of Jack R"by't who was supposed to testifr in the casel

Bobby Dupard, Oswald's old friend from the Marines and accomplice in the

shooting on General Walker; and others -, Branch tries to Preserve a clear

mind and not get misled by seemingly connected information. When'the
Curator" sends him a four-hundred page comparative study of the deaths of
Kennedy and Lincoln, he ends up wondering: "Cant a man &e without the

ensuing ritual of a search for patterns and linlsl"ls
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Delillo: p.379
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Delillo's portrayal of history as a series of conspiracies contrived
through accidents and coincidences in Libra raises a series of questions in
connection with the historical imagination in postmodernism. Connecting
the discussion with the larger circumstances provided by the media-saturated
society, the author redraws the distinction between visibility and knowledge
*n:. at the same time blwring the boundarybetween image and reality.
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Mass-media si repreze nttreatrecutului.
Istoria ca succesiune de accidente 9i coincidente

in romanul Libra de Don Delillo
(Rezumat)

Rgdarea gi interpretarea istoriei intr-o societate a abundentei me&atice
gi a strrplusului imanent de inform atte reprezintd,o teml dezbiltttt1 freqrent in
critica postmodeml. Fragilitatea barierei intre realitate si ceea ce Baudrillard
m'meFte hiperrealitate, sau intre inregistrarea obiectivi ,i fi.prrrr." istoriogra-
6ci" constituie unul &ntre mesajele 

"" 
pot fi desluqite in subtextr:l romanului

Iibra de Don Delillo. Construit in jurul absengei unui verd.ict clar in cazul
asasindrii presedintelui american J.E Kennedy, romanul propune o refictio-
nzuzare a evenimentului, provocind tiparul rcprezentirtrlor sale istorice prin
arlucerea unei perspective interpretative adiponale. Lucrarea de fayE este in-
dreptat[ cltre sondarea modului de redare a istoriei prin lentila mediatic1 in
Libra siutiJneazd' cdteva'idei teoretizate de observatori critici ai fenomenului
media, cum ar ei exercitate de televiziune asupra
qpaflului publi 

, sau concepnrl de spectacularitate
lansat de Guy alizei sunt indreptate ci.tre legitimarea
reprezent5'rii postmoderne a trecutului ca succesiune de accidente si coinci-
denle in viziunea lui Don Delillo.

La m6dia etla reprdsentation du pass6.
Lhristoire comme succession d'accidents et-ile co'rhcidences

dans le roman Librapar Don Delillo
(Rdsum6)

La description et I'interprdtation de fhistoire dans une soci6t6 de
I'abondance m6diatique et de l'exc6dent de l,information repr6sentent un
thdme fr6quemment d6bathr par la critique postmoder n . L^ fragilit6 de
la barridre entre la rlalt€ et ce que B"udriilari appelle hyperr6alite, ou en-
tre I'inscription objective et la fiction historiograpiique, cionstihre l,un des
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messages qui peuvent 6tre distingu6s dans le sous-texte du roman Lihra pat

Don Delillo. Le roman, construit autow de fabsence d'un verdict clair en ce

qui concerne le cas de fassassinat de J.E Kennedy, ProPose la r6invention de

l'6v6nement, en provoquant la forme de ses repr6sentations historiques Par

donner une perspective interptdtttre suppl6mentaire. Cet article se propose

de sonder les moyens de la repr6sentation de l'histoire de Libra par la len-

tille m6diatique et utilise quelques id6es t6oretis6es par les observateurs cri-

tiques du ph6nomdne media, comme la magnitnde de I'influence exerc6e par

la t6l6vision sur I'espace publique, d'auprds Pierre Bourdieu, ou le concept

de spectacularit6 lanc6 par Guy Debord. Les conclusions de I'analyse sont

concent6es vers la repr6sentation postnoderne du passd comme succession

d'accidents et cornoidences dans la vision du Don Delillo.

Key-words : Arnbiguity, P ostmodernism, Media, America, Kennedy
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